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	MOTION: On
	FOR INFOMRATION: Off
	UNANIMOUS: On
	NOT APPLICABLE: Off
	INSERT TITLE: Code Changes: Instant Run-Off Voting
	INSERT DATE: 15/02/2023
	BE IT RESOLVED or Brief Summary: BE IT RESOLVED THAT Council adopt the report of the Elections Committee entitled ‘Code Changes 2023: Instant Run-Off Voting’ and thus amend the Code as recommended.

	MOVED: Max Holmes
	SECONDED: 
	Name and Title: The Elections Committee
	COMMITTEE: [Select]
	EXECUTIVE: [Select]
	Committee Check: Yes
	Executive Check: Off
	Supported By (Name, Title): Max Holmes
	Yes: Yes
	No: 
	Attachments: 1.  CODE CHANGES 2023 Instant Run-Off Voting
	Description and Rationale: This code change is necessary because for instant run-off voting, if you fail to rank the other candidates and all the candidates you ranked have been eliminated; your vote will not go to any candidate. This means there are rare occasions where only two candidates are left, but neither receives more than half of the votes. For example, you could have a scenario where one candidate receives 49% of the votes, the other receives 48% of the votes, and 3% isn't allocated to either candidate. This code change would make it so that the candidate who receives the most votes wins in this scenario.
	Benefits: This will ensure that in a close election the candidate with the most votes wins instead of a by-election being held. A by-election would be unfair to the candidates involved since, after all their effort they’d have to campaign all over again.
	Risks: There is a risk voters don’t understand what happens when ranking their vote. We will mitigate this risk by explaining the system briefly on the ballot. 
	Costs: No additional costs associated.
	Timeline: This will be the new voting system in the 2023 AMS Elections.
	Consultation: The Elections Committee, Clerk of Council, and President of the AMS.


